
January 2022 KGNU Board of Directors Meeting

KGNU Board of Directors
January 10, 2022, 6:03 p.m. - via Zoom
ZOOM Meeting
Boulder, CO
Meeting called to order at 6:03 p.m.

Welcome from Rebekah Hartmann, KGNU BOD Chair

Together we co-create a wonderful community radio station full of News/Public Affairs, music and
important content you can not find anywhere else on the radio. Throughout these unprecedented times
our radio station has proven to be a safe haven for so many across the Front Range of Colorado and
beyond. Thank you for your ongoing partnership... U are the U in KGNU

The Board is beginning to adopt a new agenda and welcomes public feedback regarding what topics to
cover at the station.  Please note the opportunities for Public Feedback/Questions and Comments laid out
in the agenda. The times listed are designed to be fluid.  We hope to see you on Monday.

Rebekah also thanked all staff and volunteers who helped with the Marshall Fire coverage.

Board members attending:
Rebekah Hartman - Chair
Barbara Stern - Vice Chair
Carl Armon – Treasurer
Roz Brown – Secretary
Sanford Baran
Shiquita Yarbrough - absent
Eli Kalen
Elena Klaver
Tim Russo - Station Manager (Ex-Officio Board Member)

Staff members attending:
Dave Ashton
Verity Matthews
Kenneth Flowe
Shannon Young

Public/station volunteers attending:
Doug Gertner
Anderson Muth
Eric Scace
Erik Johnson
Joel Edelstein
Jim Jobson
Joy Barrett
Bill Hogrewe
Leslie Lomas
Mariah Coe



Nile Southern
Stephen Newell
Susan Heske

Station Manager Report - Tim Russo

Marshall Fires
At KGNU, our hearts go out to all of the many members, volunteers, listeners, neighbors and friends, and
community members impacted by the Marshall Fires. This has been a truly devastating tragedy for our
community on top of an already taxing and difficult year for our community. It is with a sad heart that we
take a moment to recognize the death of Robert Sharpe, a longtime listener and regular caller on our
call-in shows, in particular to Connections, as one of the only confirmed fatalities caused by the Marshall
Fire. We’d like to take a moment to remember his regular on-air contributions as a thoughtful and
informed caller. Condolences to his family and friends and to all of the families and businesses impacted
by the fires. We’ll continue to do what we can do to connect community members to emerging resources,
and ways to support those efforts during the long road to recovery. I want to thank everyone who has
stepped up from coverage to sharing resources, to volunteering and donating to help KGNU navigate the
challenges of yet another community emergency to end the year.

CO Gives - Year-End Giving
KGNU was pleased with the CO Gives response. We met our $27,000 goal for CO Gives, while also
adding $5000 from the Colorado Media Project News Match matching fund on Giving NewsDay the
Tuesday prior to CO Gives Day. We have had a strong response to the Year-End Giving Campaign
despite suspending the last day and half of the campaign due to the Marshall Fires response effort. Our
overall year-end giving goal is $67,000 and while we do not yet have a final tally, we expect to easily
surpass that combined campaign goal.

Technical/Engineering
KGNU continues to wait for a response from the FCC for the Minor Modification application for a
Construction Permit for the first phase of the signal improvement project to improve the footprint and
terrestrial coverage of KGNU’s main 88.5FM signal. While we had expected to have received a decision
by now, the application process was very close to the latest NCE window, hence a decision on our
application could still take several weeks to months. It is still pending.  In the meantime, you may have
noticed in your cars, that we were able to acquire a RBDS injector for 88.5FM hence car stereos with
RDS functionality now have a KGNU digital identification and read out on their car stereo screens with
additional frequency information.

The winds on the day of the fires caused some minor damages to the Boulder studios.  Most have been
addressed and/or are in the process of getting repaired.  We are still pending a tower inspection on the
Louisville tower to assess damage to cabling and one of the antennae.

Audit
KGNU is deep into our annual audit with Artesian CPA, our new auditor. The process is quite distinct from
years past and may take a touch longer than past years as we learn details of the new process used by
Artesian.  We will begin the CPB Annual Financial Report once we have completed the initial audit.

CCI/CPB/Poynter
We finalized the editing of an audience research survey that we developed with NFCB and Paragon
Media Strategies.  This was going to be launched in the first week of January by Paragon, however we
decided to postpone the launch a few weeks due to the Marshall Fire response efforts.  We are currently
translating into Spanish the KGNU version of the survey.  The survey will be circulated in three phases,
one by a partner of Paragon Media, one through KGNU immediate network, then the third through partner
organizations in sectors we would like to learn more about including through partners in the Cultural
Brokers network and beyond. We expect Paragon to launch in the next week to two weeks.  KGNU will



launch closer to the end of January. After collecting the data, we’ll work with NFCB and Paragon to
interpret the data indicators bringing this information into the Strategy Committee and Program
Committee to consider the audience input in relation to programming and the strategic plan.

KGNU will join the second cohort of the CPB/Poynter Institutes Digital Transformation Program, starting in
April.  We do not yet have a curriculum, timeline, or list of participating stations for the second cohort.  We
will take the next couple of months to more clearly outline our goals and focus on our time in the program.
We are one of 75 public media organizations and were just informed that we will be in the second 20
station cohort.  We are one of 3 Colorado stations and one of only 5 NFCB community-based stations in
the entire selection of public media groups.  The program is an intensive 9-month program that we hope
will really support specific efforts already underway at KGNU.

Masking Mandates
KGNU has updated the COVID studio and station policies.  With Omicron cases on a dramatic rise,
everyone needs to do their part.  We do require everyone to be masked at all times in our buildings
unless on-air alone in the studio (if you are vaccinated), or alone in an office.  We are requesting that
everyone utilize N95, KN95, or double masks when in our buildings.  We are again asking that volunteers
only come to the buildings when they are scheduled to be on air or if they have made an appointment to
be at the radio for production or another predetermined volunteer activity, duty or task.  Details are on the
galaxy volunteer portal.  While we recognize that there may be differing positions on vaccines and
masking, KGNU deems that it is inconsistent with the mission and values of the station to intentionally
propagate or amplify known misinformation, and as such programmers partaking in using KGNU to
spread misinformation will be addressed directly on a case by case basis, as we continue to navigate this
public health crisis.

Executive Committee
The Board’s Executive Committee met on Tuesday, January 4th to set the agenda for this board meeting.

Public Comment: Nile wondered if BBC embedded underwriting could be edited out before it airs. Tim
will review the contract with APM, thinks stations are required to play those spots.

Treasurer Report
P&L Budget vs. Actual for November 2021.

Our total income was about $204.5K. Our expenses were about $184.5K, so we had a net income to
date of  about $20.1K. Our budgeted net income for November was around $7.2K, a difference of
about $12.9K.

Contributions to income include: underwriting, car donations, CPB funding, grants, memberships,
program  guide ad revenue, studio production time and training fees, and special events income.

Contributions to expenses include: debt service, employee benefits, interest, IT, insurance, office
supplies,  professional fees, program acquisition, rents, salaries, and payroll taxes.

Income

Through the end of November, we were at 102% of our income goals, above budget by about $4.2K.
We were at 114% of our membership goal, with actual membership income about $12.4K above
income goal. We are at 97% of our November budget goal for business/industry underwriting, and
we are at 88% of our budget goal for car donations ($799 below goal).

https://kgnu.galaxydigital.com/kgnu-station-policies-covid-19/studio-rules/


Expenses

Our total expenses through the end of November were at 96% of our projected amount. Engineering
professional fees were at 2% of the budgeted amount, and Repairs & Maintenance was at 35% of
the budgeted amount.

Overall

We were at 102% of income goals and 96% of budgeted expenses for November 2021. Additionally,
our Net Income is much higher than the budget estimate: $20.1K compared to our budgeted value of
about $7.2K.

All Station Retreat-Update/Conversation - Barb
  Barb had reserved a Boulder location for an in-person retreat, but the COVID variant spread is a concern.
Perhaps wait until warmer weather, or the board could schedule listening sessions and then create an
agenda based on what people had to say.
* Elena likes the idea of listening sessions via Zoom that are publicized. Also would appreciate a “report
from the station” – allowing people to express themselves.
* Kenneth – Could possibly do it outdoors in April and the virus might be leveling-off; Rebekah noted that
April could still be chilly.
* Susan Heske – makes sense to move it to April at the soonest – but I do like the idea of listening
sessions; broken into various topics: bilingual programming, music, public affairs, etc.

Group conclusion to postpone an in-person retreat and further discuss listening sessions at the February
excom and BOD meetings.

Amplifying Community Fundraising Ideas - Beka

  Beka – Executive Committee and the Amplifying Community Capital Campaign Committee have
discussed the pros and cons of expanding KGNU’s current building or continuing  to look for an
alternative larger facility with more suitable space. Real estate market is tight, with limited availability.
Ongoing discussion.

Approval of Committee Reports provided in Board Packet

Program Committee
Meeting: Tues, Dec. 21, 2021 via Zoom
Attendees; James Jobson, Chair; BOD Liaisons: Roz Brown, Barbara Stern, Carl Armon; Staff Liaisons:
Indra Raj, Shannon Young, Dave Ashton; Members: Guy Errickson, Susan Heske

Review 12/20 MSA - Discussion on guidelines for music shows to avoid COVID and other news topics. 1
Sensitivity in music selections related to this topic.

Review Just Solutions by Maeve Conran - Reviewed to consider the show in regular rotation
on Mondays to replace the Shortwave Radio report. Approved unanimously.

Review “Venus Frequencies” - discussion on whether the show, hosted by a former Sleepless
Nights DJ now in Austria, should be added to KGNU’s lineup. Deemed not a fit.



Discussion of Programming Changes - Ongoing discussion of news shows to include or
exclude. Feedback was provided, decisions are still under consideration.

Nominating Committee
The Committee did not meet in December, as there were scheduling conflicts and our regular meeting fell
upon the busy holiday season. During December, our members communicated by email on the status of
members’ respective Action Items, and their various prospects. Nile followed-up with all of Verity’s
candidate suggestions—unfortunately, almost all have indicated an unwillingness to apply at this time,
however some are interested in Committee service, and a couple are ‘mulling over’ the possibility of
applying to the Board.

We are working with Evan to compile databases reflecting different types of volunteer-members, from on-
air people, long term members, longtime SOLR members, pledge-drive sign-ups—to glean who has been
engaging repeatedly and consistently.

We are also continuing to compile and discuss over email a list of former Board members who may be
recruited in the case of membership (number) emergency—with service limited to 4 mos. We continue to
work on expanding NomCom membership, including reviewing names of longtime active
member/volunteers (such as those who participated in recent fund-drives). These names are also
considered (and discussed) regarding possible approach for Board service.

Action Items (ongoing)
- Recruiting new potential Board and NomCom members
-Discussing prospects and approaches, pooling relevant information
-Confirming schedules with prospects who have previously expressed their desire to apply.

Next Meeting: Jan. 17, 6 p.m.

Events Committee
Meeting: Wed. Jan. 5, 2022 via Zoom
Attendees: Barbara Stern, Chair; Kathy Metzger, Co-chair; Sarah Shirazi, Staff Liaison; Members:
Meredith Carson, Yukari Miyame, Shiquita Yarbrough; Public: Patrick Mendoza.

Well attended meeting. Reviewed the end of year parties. Probably won't do another virtual holiday
party.

Mardi Gras will be virtual again with a live band in the cabaret room/ Brothers of Brass. Zoom link
needed, tip jar and getting sponsors now.

Lecture Series, Kapernick Effect event will hopefully take place this spring. Also looking at another
Author, Julian Rubenstein. Dave is working on this.

Plant Sale needs to be less labor intensive and possibly be a hybrid event with plant sales and
hopefully a percentage of sales from businesses as we did last year with Harlequin Nurseries. Yard
Bazaar is also too labor intensive so looking at an Urban Concert to counterbalance the music of The
Charles and Mardi Gras.

Shiquita brought up the Juneteenth event she is planning in Longmont. Committee got excited and is
looking at doing a fashion show on the 17th of June with local POC designers.



Amplifying Community Committee
Meeting: Mon. Jan. 3, 2022
Attendees: Rebekah Hartman, Barbara Stern, Roz Brown, Eli Kalen, Tim Russo

Our Capital Campaign is one of two goals the board has set for 2022. We will meet the First Monday of the
month from 4:30-5:30pm via Zoom . These meetings are open to all. Timo will share the ZOOM link prior to the
meeting. Please mark your calendars and plan on attending.
2. We discussed looking into a possible Colorado Gives Fundraising Opportunity that board members can easily
participate in... the actual date is TBD (to be determined) but here is the link to information. Colorado Gives-
fundraising. This information will also be in the board packet.
3. Roz and Barb debriefed on the event they held in November 2021
4. Continue discussion of plan - Remodel/expand current Boulder Studios? Purchase a new building?

Discussion of Committee Reports/Questions/Feedback
•Nile likes skipping the committee reports during meetings.
•Sanford – by freeing up the meeting from reports – the board needs to think what it will be replaced with
– possibly talk about the future of the station, how to use this time to the benefit of the station; not too
soon to think about what we should focus on for next month. Let the community know ahead of time what
topics might be addressed. Tonight’s minutes need to be prepared by the following Monday to share with
a larger audience before the February meeting.

Questions: Sanford: wondering how decisions are made to drop programs such as Shortwave Radio.
Jim explained that the news director makes requests for changes, the programming committee reviews
the requests through a formal process. Further discussion about quality control and DJ training.
• Tim: program committee uses evaluation forms for both music and public affairs shows. For example:
how to do breaks, use equipment, refrain from editorializing, limit talk between sets – all of that is baked
into the training.
• Joy:curious about spontaneous commentary after playing anti-vaccination songs. Tim: The policy is not
to propagate misinformation or disinformation– especially on the topic of COVID – vaccinations and
masking.  Avoid editorializing, let the music do the talking, but avoid propagating misinformation with
commentary or misleading song selections.

Announcements/New Business
Verity noted that KGNU long-time volunteer Karen Janson passed away. Karen worked on Mondays for
many years at the front desk and was vivacious in her love for KGNU, the local music scene, hiking, etc. –
a true loss for the station.

Joel noted that Outsources also lost one of its founders – Janice – was a partner to Glenda Russell; along
with Karen Raforth, they were the core of starting Outsources in 2012. He plans to play some of his
interactions with Janice during his January 28th Connections show.

In addition, Mike Bell from Highway 322 passed away in the past few weeks. The family is hoping to do a
memorial in late February. Elena will have Mike’s daughter Sarah on her show on February 10th in
advance of the memorial.

• Motion from Elena to require meeting minutes from this board meeting be created and posted by the
following Monday for distribution. 2nd from Barb. Approved by the full board.



Adjournment: 8:30 p.m.


